Global Health, Leadership, and Politics: Perspectives from Bill Foege

Global health luminary and The Task Force’s co-founder, Bill Foege, said public health leaders must be involved in the political process if they are to positively impact decisions made by government. More
From Destroying Humanity to Saving It: Task Force CEO's Career a Study in Contrast

David Ross’s journey to leading the country’s second largest non-profit organization had far from a typical beginning. More

Q&A with The Task Force Board’s Newest Member: Wonya Lucas

Wonya Lucas, who recently joined The Task Force for Global Health Board of Directors, is a veteran in the world of marketing and communications. She’s made her mark on virtually every major cable television network, and now heads Public Broadcasting Atlanta. More

Influenza Symposium Kicks off The Task Force’s Inaugural Topics in Global Health Series

It’s flu season in the United States, and while flu causes more deaths and hospitalizations than any other vaccine-preventable disease in the country, most people don’t take it seriously. More
The director of The Task Force’s Mectizan Donation Program, Yao Sodahlon, MD, has authored an article about neglected tropical diseases in Le Point Afrique, a French monthly dedicated to news of the continent. More
